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The purpose of this memois toanalvzcccrtain

commercial contracts characterized by

as "wcl leases" to determine whether they are consistent with the regulatory
requirements of part 119 of the federal Aviation Regulations ("FARs"). Specifically, we
examined t'xi.~tingand proposed agreements between foreign and US air carriers under which
they provide air transport services for one another, typically for the carriage of cargo but
pOI(

ntiaiIy lor passenger carriage as well. I We reviewed the agreements as a result of questions

arioing (Jut of the

negotiations, We were asked to consider

a&lee:,nonts being, contemplated were in fact prohibited by 14 C.F.R. § 119.53(b), and
if so, whether rcgttlatqry action was required by the FAA, to facilitate these agreements. Section
air carriers frorn wet leasing foreign aircraft and crew into their operations,

119.53(h} bars US

discussed below, our conclusion iii that the
do DOl

involve

a transfer

of legal possession of any aircraft ~ are simply 110t leasing

thus arc not prohibited

The carriers include Atlas Air, Inc
Airlines, Ltd.. the International Airline

and proposed agreements -

leases."

Rather, these agreements are really

6

charter arrangements, which do not require FAA review, Unfortunately, the FAA has never
issued comprehensive guidance to industry on this matter, and has accepted for filing as "wet
leases" contracts that in fact are charter agreements and not leases, As a result, there Is
considerable misunderstanding by industry as to which arrangements with foreign carriers arc in
fact prohibited under Part 119, Thus, although a formal rulemaking or policy change by the FAA
is not required (because We are not altering an established interpretation), should the United
Government decide to take action to facilitate the proposed arrangements. between U.S, and
foreign air carriers, it is likely that industry will require a definitive interpretation of Part 119,

Part 119 of the FARs requires that prior to conducting operations under a "wet lease" a
U,S air carder must provide a copy of the wet
the FAA to determine which

the FAA ttl!' review, The regulations then

to the lease has operational control and to then make

appropriate changes in the parties' operations specifications,

Specifically, the regulations provide

as follows:
14 C.F.R, § 119.53 Wei

other arrangements lor transponation by

(",Unless
authorized by the Administrator, prior to conducting operations
involving a wet
each certificate holder under this part authorized to c,:",duet
common cmriageoperations
under this subchapter shall provide the Administrator with a
copy of the wet lease to be executed which would lease (he aircraft to any other person
engaged in common carriage operations under this subchapter, including foreign air
carriers, or to anyother foreign person engaged ill common carriage wholly outside the
United States,
No ccrril!cate holder under this part ma~'wet lease from a foreign all' carrleror
any other foreign person or any person not authorized to engage in common
(ll)

carriage.
(c)
reccivina a copy of a wet
the Administrator determines which party to the
agreement has
of the aircraft and issues amendments to the operations
spccifk.ations
wlhe lIj.,'TeemenLas needed. The lessor must provide the

2
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following information to beincorporated into the operations specificaticns of both parties,
as needed,

(I ) The names of the parties to the agreement and the duration thereof.
(2) The nationality and registration markings of each aircraft involved in the agreement.
(3) The kind of operation (e.g., "''')''<'''''-, flag, supplemental, commuter, or on-demand).
(4) The airports or areas of operation.
(5) A statement specifying.the party deemed to have operational control and the times,
airports, or areas under which such operational control is exercised.
(d) In making the determination of paragraph (c) ofthis section, the Administrator will
consider the following:
(1)

Crewmernbers and training.

(2) Airworthiness and performance of maintenance.
(J)DispinclL
(4) Servicing the aircraft.
(5) Scheduling
(6) Any other factor the Administrator considers relevant.
Elsewhere, the regulations define a wet lease as "any leasing arrangement

agrees to provide

Leases

Versus

cnureaircran and at least one crewmember.'

whereby a person

(emphasis supplied)"

_Charters

The mos critical factor in determining Whether an agreement constitutes a lease as
opposed

a mere charter) i, whether or not the lessee

'CoL!csharc arrangements

legalpossession of the

are specifically excluded from the wet lease definition

14 CFR

*

119.:'
.\ A charter in the FAA 'sview is an agreement Whereby a person provideslift capacity (in terms
be
to be transported] to another
a defined period of
Se. Comnartson o/Aircraft Leases
FAA International

of cargo

1999,
3
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aircraft." Ifthe grantor never transfers legal possession the aircraft, then the agreement is not a
lease. likewise. if the agreement makes it clear that actual possession is never transferred, the
agreement is not a lease. Instead, as stated above, such an arrangement might actually be a
charter.)
In the typical charter, a customer arranges to have an air carrier transport passengers or

cargo from one poi lit to another. However, the charter agreement does not involve any legal
transfer ofthe possessory rights to the aircraft used in the transportation, and it would be unusual
to refer to the charter agreement as 3 "lease" of the aircraft from the charter operator to the
customer. In other words, the charter is a
service

agreement --for the provision of a flight

and possession of the aircraft does not transfer to the cuslomer.6
Simply put. the FAA 's concept of an aircraft lease is consistent with traditional leasing

arrangements

found in other comrnercialcontexts.'

>."'""'1'''

1'"'O,VU

leases a car, for example, it is

understood that the possessory rights to the car are being transferred for the period of

, See Feb. 5,1998 Letter to E. Driscoll, National Air Carrier Association from J. Conte, Manager.
Operations Law Branch. See also Jun. 17, 1975 Letter to C. Reid from K. Geier, Regional
Counsel ("A lease implies
the lessee has custody ofthe property for a defined period").
See Apr. 29, 1999 Letter to D. Woerth, Air Line Pilots Association, Int"l, from N, Garaufis,
fAA. Chief Counsel (a lease involves the transfer of a piece of equipment while a charter involves
the F'10\,i,1011 of a Ilight service}
On the other hand, the
operator providing the Iligh: services described above may have
leased all aircraft from an
(e.g, a bank) for use in its chatter business. In that case, the
owner hac; transferred legal
actual possession of the aircraft to the charter operator. The
charier operator "vonld have exclusive legal possession of the aircraft for the term of the lease,
and
,b pilots. would operate the aircraft. The aircraft owner (the bank} would not be
permitted (0 use the aircraft during the lease term.
C'

Til," FA,.A"; approach thus differs from that of the Department with respect to its rules
cOlic"ming lease by foreign air carriers or other foreign
of aircraft with crew 14 C.F.R.
21l, provides, that "For purposes of this part the term
shan
all arrangement under
Wille)] an aircrali is fum/shed by one
to the agrcerneJ1t to the
pan)', (!:respective of

snpplicd)
4
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the lease. The lessor retains title andownership to the vehicle, but the possessory rights and the
corresponding authority to lise the car, arc transferred to the lessee. Likewise, in a true aircraft
leasing arrangement, for purposes of applying the FAA rules in § 119.53, the lessee is granted an
exclusive legal possessory interest in an aircraft for a specified period,

In December 1995, the FAA defined wet lease fOTthe first time when it adopted the
"Commuter

Rule"

ill

part 119 oftheFARs.

The Fi\A has long.maimained

that a wet lease is a

cornrnerci al arrangement whereby an aircraft owner leases both the aircraft and at least one

crewrnember

10

another person forhislhcr exclusive usc for a specified period or a defined
·[\1 "provide

an entire aircraft" means to grant the right. of exclusive possession

and usc ora specifically identified aircrafttoanother
definednumber

person fora specified period of timeor a

of flights. Thus, a wet lease, as the FAA uses the term, mustcontain the

following characteristics:
$

Identification ofa specific aircraft.
Grant of exclusive possession and usc of that aircraft to the lessee.
Defined duration for.the.grant of possession and use.
Provision by the lessor of a! least one crewmember8 with the aircraft.

W.9J.Lg.",ses v Dr\' Leases
dry leases for purposes of applying the
FAA's rules First, in a wet lease, the aircraft and crew arc provided by the same person, whereas

;;Til" crewmember docs not have to be a pilot in order for the agreement 10 be considered a wet
lease. See 60 FR 16259 (Mar.
1995) (If a personleases an airplane with any crewmember,
including Ilight ancndants andflightengineers, the agreement would still be considered a wet
lease) ,
5
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in a dry lease, a

an aircraft without any crewmembers.

Second, with a wet lease,

the lessor surrenders legal possession of the aircraft to the lessee, but retains actual possession
(and,

11l'}rC

often

not, operational conrrol)" of the aircraft by virtue of providing and

controlling the crewmernbers.

In contrast, the lessor in a dry lease transferslegal

and actual

possession of the aircraft to the lessee. Consequently, the "dry lessor" does not have operational
control ofthe aircraft and bears no responsibility for the safe operation of tile aircraft.!"

In a wet lease

party exercising operational control is held responsible for the safety

and regulatory compliance of the flights.': Accordingly, under part Il9, after receiving a COpyof
a WCt lease between two U.S. air carriers, the FAA determines which party has operational
control of the aircraft and issues amendmentsto the operationspecifications

of each party as

appropriate. As noted earlier, the FAA considers a variety of factors when making its threshold
determination regarding operational control. They include who provides the crewmembers and
training, who is responsible for airworthiness and performance of maintenance, who handles

disp atch,

\'/110

~"-'----

services the aircraft, and who schedules flight operations.

------

Operational control is defined as-the exercise of authoriry overinitiating,
terminating a iJigllL 14 C,FR § 1.1 (2004).

conducting or

The (dry', lessee, as [he operator of the aircraft, must hold the necessary economic and
operatinz authority for the aircraft and 1')]U$1 provide the necessary
cabin crcwmcmbers,
personnel,
and ground facilities for the aircraft See FAA Order &400.10, vor.
chop. 4 (2004).

[) In rhc
majority
operational conrrol

eases involving a wet lease, rhe FAA "ill find rhar "the lessor has
of the aircraft through its employees and is in substance the
operator orthe aircraft fill' purposes of safety regulation." See Dec. 16, I %8 Letter to
lnler·:ni11inental iA IT -Lease Operation from A.W. LaUe, FAA Office of the Chief Counsel.
6
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\Vher, part 119 was codified, the FAA prohibited wet lease arrangements in which a
foreign atr carrier is the lessor atld a U.S. carrier is a lessee, to avoid creating 'Confusion over
which regulatory regime governed rhe operations -- those of the United States, or those of the
foreign country certificating tho foreign carrier's operations.

12

For example, if a foreign carrier

wet teased an aircraft to a U,S, carrier, it might be argued that the U.S. carrier's legal possession
of the aircraft ahould be equated with itshavingcontrol

however. the US carrier'scontrol
foreign carrier

WOUld

of the aircraft. At the same time,

of the aircraft operation would be questionable because the.

be directing and controlling thecrew it provides. Thus, the U.S, carrier's

legal possession of the aircraft could make the foreign carrier a "putative lessor",ll because the
foreign carrier most likely retains actual possession and control ofthe aircraft operation by virtue
of controlling the crewmembers.

Moreover, the foreign air carrier and its pilots may have

obligations to a foreign civil aviation authority that are inconsistent with FAA standards. For
these reasons, the FAA prohibits aircraft wet leases from a foreign lessor to a U.S. aircarrier.la

Sr;:cif,cal!-y, § 119 53(b) prohibits foreign air carriers, foreign persons or any person not
authorized to
in common carriage from acting as lessors in wet lease arrangements with
US srr carriers.
provision simply COdifiedexisting FAA policy on wet leasing. "The F.~A,.
operators conducting wet leasing operations 10 hold operations specifications for the
kind of operation as that being conducted in order to be sure that the operator is quali fied 10
conduct that kind of operation. Since foreign carriers may conduct operations only under part
129, they do not hold operations specifications for current part 121 or parl 135 certificate holders.
and therefore. may not conduct wet leasing operations for part 121 or part 135 certificate
holders." 60 FR 65884
20,1995).
The ic.m puul''.'e lessor describes a
0 C the aircraft is conveyed.

ill a situation where something less than exclusive

actual possession

'4 II);'; pronibition

n.se.

is also aimed at preventing cabotage under 49
§ 41703 (2004). See also
4 C 1'.1.<..
I
!35,25(d) (A certificateholder mayoperate in common carriage,
2nd tor the carriage
a civil aircraft which is leased or chartered to it
crew and is
regisiered
a country which is a party to the Convention onIntcrnarional
Aviation)
(eJnpl!;isis azlder..i).
j
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!J; June 20()3, Atlas entered into an agreement with Fed Ex by which it agreed to provide

Fed Ex with aircraft to be used lor a specific period in its cargo operations.
agreement a "wet lease,

Labelingthe

Atlas and Fed Ex provided copies to the FAA, ill apparent compliance

with §119Sl(a) ofthe FAR;;, According to the explicit terms of the agreement, however, Atlas
retained exclusive possessiondirection alia operational control of the aircraft.

IS

Atlas's

retention of both legal and actual possession of the aircraft means thai, at least from the
perspective of our regulations,
characterize

the agreement is not a wet lease. Instead, the FAA would

it as a charter. The FAA's determination that the agreement is not a lease affects the

air carriers' compliance

obligations with part 119 ofthe FARs, as well as the FAA's assessment

of the factors regarding operational control ofihe aircraft.
'.Ve examined several of these contracts styled as "wet Ieases'tbetween

Atlas (as "lessor")

and its various airline customers that were filed with the FAA They all follow a similar pattern.
As in the Fed Ex agreement, for example, the contract terms typically provide that the "Aircraft
shal at al! times be under the exclusive possession. direction, and operational control of Atlas."
Under the agreements.Atlas
ensure u,e airworthiness

provides andtrains

of theaircraft,

the crewmembers

and performs maintenance

to

while the customer schedules the times that it needs the

lise of the aircraft and, although not entirely clear from the agreements, may be involved in
dispatching
about
at al times

the

its flights. In any event, the agreements do not create ambiguities
control because they clearly provide that Atlas retains possession of the aircraft

Therefore, Atlas has nn,enll1onal

Agte"m(Ci1l

ofthe aircraft primarily because it controls

between Federal Express 'Corp. andAtlas Air. Inc., Article 4_1, June 24~

13

because it never surrenders legal or actual possession of the aircraft, and
because it has responsibilities for aircraft maintenance and airworthiness,

16

The FAA considered chiefly the contract terms regarding possession and operational
of the aircraft in determining whether or not the agreements were in fact leases. The
terms

directly influenced the agency's decision are below:

Article 4.1 of the Atlas/Fed Ex agreement states that "the Aircraft shall at all times be
under the exclusive possession, direction. and operations control of Atlas, whose Captain
or Dispatcher shall have complete discretion concerningpreparation of the Aircraft for
night and
of the Aircraft. the load carried and how distributed, whether or not a
flight shall he undertaken, the route to be flown, whether and where landings shall be
made, andall other matters relating to the operation of the Aircraft, and the decision of
Atlas's Captainor Dispatcher shall he binding lipan the Parties, The Aircraft shall at all
times be operated in accordance with Atlas's FAA approved standard air carrier security
program.
Af.'reement he/ween Imer1!a!iol1al Airlille of the United Arab Emimles

CUA.E"l and Atlas Air,

lns:
Article 5.1 of the AtlasllJAE agreement.states that "the Aircraft shall at all times be under
the exclusive possession, direction, and operations control of Atlas, whose Captain and
dispatcher shall have complete discretion concerning preparation of the Aircraft for flight
and flight of the Aircraft, the load carried and its distribution; whether or not a Flight shall
he undertaken, the route to be flown, whether and where landings shall be made, and all
other matters relating to the operation of the Aircraft, lind Customer-and subscrvice
carriers shall accept such decisions as final and binding,"
IJenw!en Chil/a Cargo Airlines, LId. CChi11a Cargo ") mltl Allas.!.lJr.,)nc.
Article 4. i of the Atlas/China Cargo agreement states that "the Aircraft shall at all times
be under the exclusive possession, direction, and operations control of Atlas, whose
or Dispatcher shall have complete discretion concerning preparation of the
Aircraft ft'r Flighus), the load carried (as well as the distribution thereof), whether a Flight
shall be undertaken,
to be flown, whether landings shall be made, and all other
JUHkrs relating to or arising out of operation ofthe Aircraft. Such decisiontsjof the
'x dispatcher shal] be final and binding upon the Parties,"

dJUiZ!iillel1!

See JVerLco;;c/Opemiiolla!

Conrro! Background

Paper, Fi\A Operations Law Branch, Jan, 18.

1999
9
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A gri?<?mcl/.L pf!llleel1

Pola!' A ir Cargo ("Polar ") and Qamas

/1 irwavs.

Lui. C'Dan/as")

Article 4.1 ofthe Polar/Oantas asreement states that "the Aircraft shall at all times be
under the exclusive possession, direction, and operational control of Polar, whose Captain
and dispatcher shan have complete discretion concerning preparation of the Aircraftfor
the load carried (as well as the distribution thereof); whether a Flight shall be
undertaken, the route to be flown, Whether landings shall be made, and all other matters
relating to or arising out of operation of the Aircraft. Such decisicn(s) ofthe Captain or
dispatcher shall be final and binding upon the Parties."
The fAA does not consider any agreement to be a lease if itcontains language that
provides that the grantor retains possession, direction and control of the aircraft. Therefore, these
agreements, though labeled wet leases, contain terms that arc incompatible with the FAA's
concept of an aircraft

Accordingly, the FAA determined that the agreements were not

lease" because the grantor never transfers legal and actual possession of the aircraft to the
purported Jessee, 1 7
In addition

the: provisions quoted above,

also considered other factors such as

the lessor's ability to substitute aircraft used in the lessee's operations, and the lessor's right to

use the Iea,ed aircraft for purposes other than the lessee's flights. Again, the FAA foundthat
these contractual terms were inconsistent with its definition of" a lease, which is an agreement

transferred legal am! actual possession to Fed Ex and if Atlas pilots, or any

employees,
lease" under

crcwmembcrs 011 the aircraft, would the agreement be a "wet
FAA approval prior to Atlas conducting operations. It is
an issue of operational control would exist because although Fed
the
Atlas employees would be serving as crewmembers
which
has operational control in a wet lease
between two U.S. air carriers. A (rue wet lease
a foreign carrier is prohibited by the
r<:gr l;;ti"i:s
the F/·V\ does not engagein ,1 case by
of which carrier might have
control.
other
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that: 1) identifies a specific aircraft; and 2) grants exclusive possession and use ofthat aircraftto
the lessee for a specified period.l&
For example, in the Polar/Qantas agreement, a specific aircraft (N450PA) is identified in
the contract, but Polar, as the "lessor," is permitted to substitute as many as five other aircraft in
its Ilcet for Qantas' operations,

t9

Moreover, the parties agree that throughout the "lease" term,

Polar has the right to use the aircraft [or its own purposes as long as that use does not interfere
with the scheduled weekly flighrs'" that Polar operates for Qantas.21 Similar provisions are found
in til,"Atlas agreements with Fed Ex,'" l!AE") and China Cargo.14However,

as stated above, an

18 As explained above, the agreement is a Wt'l lease if a crewmcmbcr is also provided with the
aircraft
I" Article \,1 of Annex A provides that "the Aircraft referred to in Article I, I of the Agreement
shall be aircraft N450PA or such other substitute B747·400F aircraft from Polar's fleet including:
N451PA, N452PA, N453PA, N454PA and N496MC This list of Aircraft may be modified, if
necessary, subject to notice to the FAA and upon the mutual agreement of the Parties,"

flights between specific city pairs is also more consistent with
with a lease arrangement,
Paragraph 41 of the
agreement states that "Polar.shall have the right in its sole
discretion to utilize the
for its own purposes during periods of Customer's scheduled or
unscheduled downtimes provided such use does not interfere with Customer's scheduled
operations under this Agreement. Polar's Usc of the Aircraft under this section shall be without
compensation, credit or offset to Customer, and shall not reduce Customer's Monthly Minimum
Block Hour Guarantee hereunder."
"bmgraph 4. of rhc Atlas/Fed Ex
sates that "Atlas may substitute for operation of
the Flights any B747 freighter aircraft
the Atlas Air Operations Specifications or use any
such SUbS!1lUte aircraft for the operation of additional
within the authorized operating
i" the Atlas
Specifications;
that all aircraft used and all such
shall meet all
and rcgularory requirements established in this Agreement."
also h\nlgraph 4. j I
shall have the right, subject to Customer's consent which shall
not be unreasonably wuhhcld, to utilize
Aircraft for its own purposes during periods of
Custorners scheduled or
downtimes. provided such usc docs not interfere with
Customer's scheduled
under this Agreement, Atlas' use ofthe Aircraft under-this
section shall he without compensation, credit or offset lC1 Customer, and shall not reduce
Customcrs minimum block hour guarantees hereunder."
11
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FAA lease requires the identification
possession ofthe aircraft

of a

aircraft and the lessee's exclusive use and

Thus, contract tenus that permit substitution of aircraft or that allow

the l¢sSOJ to use the aircraft during the lease term ..are factors that would weigh heavily against
the Flv\ finding that the agreement is a lease. In light of these provisions,

the agency determined

that tlie agreements simply do not constitute wet leases under part 119, and in fact are not leases
are not subject to the par1I19 prohibition on U.S. air carriers leasing

at all.

aircraft and crew from foreign air

and thereis no regulatory action required by the FAA

for these arrangements.

The FAA 's view of a lease agreement hinges on the possessory
An 11grecment is nor. a lease if the grantor retains possessiondirection
In these situations,
conveyed

10

interests in the aircraft,
and control of theaircreft.

the term "we! lease" is a misnomer because legal and actual possession

is not

the purported lessee. Instead. the agreement is, in essence, a-charter arrangement

where !light services arc provided to a customer,
Since the agreements arc not leases, they are not subject to the foreignlessor

found in § i 9,53(b) ofthe FARs Thus, a U,S. carrier could engage
arrangement with a foreign air carrier.

In

prohibition

this type of charter

In such a situation, the FAA probably would find that the

Pararranh
2,5 of the Atlas/UAE agreement provides that "Atlas' scheduling off he aircraft shall
be the ',he benefit ofCustomer
with Customer's scheduled operations as provided herein having

first priority."
5.\0
the Ailas/China
agreement states that "Atlas may substitute for
(,flhe Flights any 1:3747
Aircraft listed in the Atlas Air Operations
Specification or use such Aircraft for the operation of additional Flights within the authorized
VV~ldlJijb
,,, ""
listed in the Atlas Air Operations Specifications; provided that all aircraft used
Flights Shall meet aii govemmental and regulatory requirements.' See also
10 which states (hat "Atlas shall have the rightin its sole discretion 10 utilize the
own purposes during periods
scheduled or unscheduled downtimes,
pmvi;)r:<:Jthat such I1SC docs not interfere with Customer's SCheduled operations under this
Liseof the Aircraf\ under this section shall be without compensaaon; credit or
and shall not reduce Customer's minimum block hour guarantees hereunder."
Paragraph

operarion

]2
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parry providing the crew (whether U.S. or foreign) has operational control of the aircraft and is
responsible for complying with the air carrier standards prescribed by the FAA or by that carrier's
national civil aviation authority. Moreover, foreign operators in U'S. airspace must comply with
14 CF.R

* 129. and any aircraft

all ooerarors

(eg

J10V'/fl

in U.S. airspace must comply with the rules applicable to

14 c.F. R § 91 J.

in the case of true WE!leases (transfer of legal possession of the aircraft with
crcvmlember$),11 U.S. air carrier could not be a wet lessee with a foreign air carrier lessor since

such transactions are specifically prohibited by § 119.53(b) ofrhe FARs. However, a tJ.S. carrier
conk! he the lessor in a Vlietlease to a

air carrier. In this situation, as with the charters

described above. the FAA determines operational control based on the party providing the crew
(a, ''iell as on the other factors listed in § 119.53{d)). Thus, in a true wet lease from a U,S. carrier
to a foreign carrier, the U,S. Carner would be deemed to have operational control of the aircraft
and \!Quid be responsible for safety and regulatory compliance with FAA standards; and the FAA
wcsl.I assert oversight respousibihty over such an operation.
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